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Notes
Alphabetical Lives: Early Modern German Biographical
Lexicons and Encyclopedias
Richard G. Cole
Luther College, Emeritus
Those who appear obvious to us as “major players” in past eras may in part
result from an unintended consequence of the work of early modern biographical
lexicographers. By the eighteenth century, there were enough printed sources
and available archival materials to deluge or even overwhelm historians and
biographers with information about past actors of sixteenth century history.
Those biographical lexicographers made choices about whom to give prominence
and whom to minimize or ignore in their works.

Much

has been written about the impact of printing from the
time of Gutenberg through the early modern period of European
history. New methods of storing and retrieving data, producing
accurate maps and printing biographical lexicons are but a few of
the contributions of early modern European printing presses.1 By
the end the seventeenth century, a new book genre, the biographical
lexicon and encyclopedia, emerged from sixteenth century German
print technology. Although many of these early modern reference
lacunae in research treating the relationships between a printed book
culture and the writing of history.
1 See: Jean Francois Gilmont, ed., The Reformation and the Book
(Aldershot,G.B: Ashgate Publishing, 19980. Chapter two (pp.21-63) “The Book
in Reformation Germany” is especially useful. Also, see: Richard G. Cole, “The
Reformation Pamphlet and Communication Processes,” in Hans-Joachim Köhler,
Flugschriften als Massenmedium der Reformationszeit (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta,
1981), 139-161. For an interesting study of early printing in Italy see: Brian Richardson, Print Culture in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1994).
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One premise of this paper is that historical personages who
were famous in their own day, but who are often neglected by modern
historians, have reputations dependent in part on methods of historical
biography. Those who appear obvious to us as “major players” in
past eras may in part result from an unintended consequence of the
work of early modern biographical lexicographers. By the eighteenth
century, there were enough printed sources and available archival
materials to deluge or even overwhelm historians and biographers
with information about past actors of sixteenth century history.
Those biographical lexicographers made choices about whom to
give prominence and whom to minimize or ignore in their works.
There is no way to determine the number of worthy people who
have disappeared from scholarly view. This paper focuses upon and
traces the biographical survival of three sixteenth century men, two
of whom remain relatively unknown to modern scholars and one
person who has been the subject of much contemporary research.
They are Burckhard Mithob, a medical doctor and lay reformer,
and Nickolas von Minckwitz, great general and Renaissance prince,
and Johann Eberlin von Günzburg, a pamphleteer and evangelical
preacher. Their printed biographical trail through the centuries in
major biographical lexicons serve to illustrate either durability or
disappearance of historical reputation from one age to another, in
this case from the sixteenth to the twenty-first century. All three
were prominent figures in their respective careers in the sixteenthcentury, were Lutheran in sympathy, and had studied or had contact
with Martin Luther.
Sixteenth Century Printing and the German Revolution

Coinciding with the enormous religious changes in sixteenth

century Europe, which was the intellectual and cultural backdrop
for many important people, was the dynamic shift in sixteenthcentury German lands from hand-written manuscripts to a printed
book culture.2 A blossoming of a printed book culture appeared
2 See Colin Clair, A History of European Printing (London: Academic
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first in German lands.3 Bertrum MacDonald recently concluded
that it took three centuries from the invention of the press in 1454
to create a culture based on printed materials.4 This time period
coincides exactly with the emergence and use in Europe of printed
biographical lexicons.
By the end of the sixteenth century, presses had been
established in almost every German town from Aachen to Zwickau.
Most of the book printing centers were located on major trade routes,
a condition which reinforces Lawrence Birken’s suggestion that the
emergence of a weak and decentralized Holy Roman Empire in
Medieval Europe led to much political, economic and technological
competition.5 Although Birken does not mention printed book
culture, it seems that printing presses would certainly fall under the
rubric of technological competition for prestige and possible wealth.
Sixteenth-century merchants needed various types of printed
information for their commerce.6 Interestingly, the prominent
commercial centers of Leipzig, Nürnberg and Augsburg all became
important early printing centers.7 By 1600, Leipzig was first in the
Press, 1976).
3 Richard G. Cole, “The Reformation in Print”, Archive for Reformation
History (1975), 93-102.
4 Bertrum MacDonald and Fiona Black, “Using GIS for Spatial and
Temporal Analyses in Print Culture Studies,” Social Science History, 24 (2000),
523.
5 Johannes Cochlaeus, Brevis Germanie Descriptio (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1512/1960), end map. This 1504 map of Germany
shows all of the major trading routes and roads in German areas with a scale of
distances between major points.
6 See Lawrence Birken’s article, “Chaos Theory and Western Civilization,” Review, XXII: Nr. 1 (1999), 21-23. See also: Richard G. Cole, “Gutenberg” in Paul Grendler, ed., Encyclopedia of the Renaissance, III (1999), 104-106.
See note 31 below.
7 Gilmont, 454.
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production of books for scholars, students and merchants.8 These
books became an important part of the rapidly expanding book
culture of the eighteenth century.9
By 1700, teachers, merchants, and literary people realized
the need for widespread production of biographical dictionaries and
encyclopedias.10 Eighteenth-century editors such as Johann Heinrich
Zedler and Christian Gottlieb Jöcher published large biographical
lexicons in Leipzig.11 German libraries acquired these editions for
students in higher schools and the universities. In the early part of
the nineteenth century Johann Samuel Ersch and Johann Gottfried
Gruber continued the traditions of massive encyclopedic lexicons.12
The Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie in the latter half the nineteenth
century was one of many works that continued the biographical
lexicon tradition.
Early Modern German Biographical Lexicon Editors
8 Clair, 275.
9 Manfred Hannemann, The Diffusion of the Renaissance in Southwestern Germany 1518-1534 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1975), 40.
10 Clair, 319.
11 M. Christian Gottlieb Jöcher, Allgemeines Gelehrten Lexicon, 4 vs.
(Leipzig, 1750-1751). Jöcher published a one volume Compendiöes (sic) Gelehrten Lexicon in 1726. This appears to be one of the earliest of the eighteenth-century German lexicons. In between Jöcher’s two editions Johann Heinrich Zedler
published his well-known and important work Grossesvollständiges UniversalLexicon aller Wissenschafften und Künste, 64 vs. (Leipzig, 1732-1750). Also see:
Peter E. Carels and Dan Florey, “Johann Heinrich Zedler’s Universal Lexicon,” in
Frank A. Kafker, ed., Notable encyclopedias from the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries; eleven successors of the Encyclopédie (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1994),
1665-96. This last useful note is cited by David Mckitterick, Print, Manuscript
and the Search for Order, 1450-1830 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2003), 284.
12 Johann Samuel Ersch and Johann Gottfried Gruber, eds., Allgemeine
Enzyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste, 167 vs. (Leipzig, 1818-1889).
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Editorial standards in earlier times were sometimes inconsistent,
arbitrary and even haphazard. The first two eighteenth-century
editors under review here, Jöcher and Zedler, used earlier models
of various types as guides for their work. Pre-print and post-print
scholars often had hand-written lists of data to inform them, but
such scholarly aids were not easily available. The printing presses
clearly solved the problem of availability.
The first printed biographical lexicon originated in Mainz
1494. This interesting incunabula (a book printed before 1500) was
authored by Johannes Trithemius (1462-1516), Abbot of Sponheim,
who was a humanist scholar trained at the Universities of Heidelberg
and Trier. The De Scriptoribus ecclesiasticis by Trithemius was
a catalog of Christian authors, many of whom were members of
clerical orders and known personally by Trithemius. Even though
hand-written lists of biography had been around almost since the
beginning of writing, Klaus Arnold, the editor and translator of
Trithemius’s In Praise of Scribes, correctly concluded that “literary
biography” in printed form, as exemplified by Trithemius’s work,
represented a new genre.1313 It is significant to note that this
first printed biographical lexicon was produced in the relatively
inexpensive octavo format. Some of the pages were missing in
the first press run, and were later hand-copied and inserted into the
proper place before its sale to the public. It is likely that this new
genre was intended for a wide audience of students and professors
rather than affluent book collectors. One of Trithemius’s humanist
friends from his Heidelberg days, Jacob Wimpheling (1440-1528)
requested that Trithemius publish a supplement to his 1494 work
and include biographies of famous German humanists and scholars
beginning with the Carolingian Renaissance of the ninth century.
“Fame” for Trithemius was the public status and recognition
gained by jurists, orators, and scholars. Jöcher in the preface to his
13 Johannes Trithemius, In Praise of Scribes, tr. by Roland Behrendt and
ed., Klaus Arnold (Lawrence, KS: Coronado Press, 1974), 7. Also see: Elizabeth
L. Eisenstein, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change, v. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1979), 94-95.
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eighteenth-century biographical lexicon acknowledged Trithemius
as one of his models.14
Jöcher evaluated other sources, for example, the medical
dictionary (Medicinisches gelehrtes Lexicon) by Christian Wilhelm
Kestner, writing that: “ . . . his book first stepped into the light in
1740.”15 Jöcher detailed the nature of his sources and designated
them with letters or initials. For example “HL” stood for the
Leipziger historisches Lexicon and “T” indicated the work of
Trithemius.16 These early forms of note citation became crucial to
scholarship in the world of book printing. Jöcher noted his sources
carefully, remarking how he verified his data by talking to a number
of scholars, court preachers, professors, rectors and many others.17
To ferret out errors in his biographical lexicon he beseeched “all
the friends of truth” to point out needed corrections.18 Historians
and librarians in modern times esteem Jöcher’s work. Dr. Georg
Schneider, a librarian at the Staatsbibliothek-Berlin, wrote in 1931:
14 See::Johannes Trithemius, Cathalogus illustrium viro[rum]
germania[m] suis ingenijs et lucubrationibus omnifariam exornantium: d[omi]
ni johannis tritemij abbatis spanhemensis ordnis sancti benedicti: ad Iacobu[m[
Vimfelingu[m] sletstatinu[m] theologum (Mainz: Peter von Friedberg, 1495).
Trithemius’s introduction appears to have been written in 1491. This biographical
lexicon was arranged in alphabetical order by first name in the table of contents.
This order may have originated for e two possible reasons . The first, may be the
result of trial and error methods of publishing in the first half century of printing. The second, may indicate that surnames were not in common usage. The
eighteenth-century reference to Trithemius is Jöcher, I, Ci (preface).
15 Jöcher, I, C verso: “sein Buch aber erst 1740 an das Licht getreten.”
Christian Wilhelm Kestner was a prolific scholar of medical history. His Kurzer
Begriff der Historie der medicinischen Gelahrtheit (Halle: 1743), and the Medicinisches gelehrtes Lexico (1740), are good sources for insight into the status of
the medical profession in the eighteenth century.
16 Jöcher, I, C verso.
17 Jöcher, I, Cii.
18 Jöcher, I, B 3 verso. Jöcher wrote: “Ich ersuche des wegen alle Freunde der Wahrheit welche dieser Ausgabe bemerken. . . . ”
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“Jöcher’s Lexicon remains a useful reference work.”19
Some Important Names for Historical Biography

The description of pertinent biographical information by Jöcher

in the eighteenth century played an important role in our modern
understanding, or lack of it, about the aforementioned historical
personages Eberlin, Mithob and Minckwitz. Jöcher included a short
article on Johann Eberlin von Günzburg. Prior to the Protestant
Reformation in Germany, Eberlin (1465-1533) was a member of
member of the strict begging order of Franciscan Observants. By the
time he was thirty years old, he had become a priest in the diocese
of Augsburg and the holder of a M.A. degree from the University
of Basel. While living in the Observant Cloister in Ulm, he was
allowed by his monastic order to travel to nearby Tübingen where
he served as a preacher and schoolmaster.
Soon after 1521, Eberlin was attracted to the Reformation
movement by reading the printed essays and sermons of Martin
Luther. Breaking his vow to the Franciscans, Eberlin embarked
upon a remarkable career as reformer, pamphleteer and political
observer. During the early years of the Lutheran Reformation,
he had some notoriety as a satirical and hard-hitting opponent of
cloistered monks, nuns and the Roman Catholic Church.20 In some
of his early writing Eberlin hoped that the sons of his peer group in
the lower nobility of Swabia would utilize their talents in service
19 Georg Schneider, “Theorie und Geschichte der Bibliographie” in Fritz
Milkau, ed., Handbuch der Bibliothekwissenschaft (Leipzig, 1931), 846.
20 Richard G. Cole, “John Eberlin” in The Holy Roman Empire: A Dictionary Handbook, ed., J. Zophy (Westport: CT: Greenwood Press, 1980), 21-22.
Also see his “Johann Eberlin von Günzburg and the German Reformation” Ph.D.
diss., The Ohio State University, 1963. For a recent survey of Eberlin research
see: Geoffrey Dipple, Anti-Fraternalism and Anti-Clericalism in the German
Reformation: Johann Eberlin Günzburg and his Campaign Against the Friars,
(Cambridge: Scholar Press, 1996).
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of an orderly society headed by the young Holy Roman Emperor,
Charles V. Very quickly, Eberlin’s hope for peace and tranquility
in German lands was shattered by the religious controversies of the
Reformation and the inherent instability and decentralized forces
endemic to German polity.
According to surviving data on the authorship of sixteenthcentury pamphlets, in the most prolific decade of the pamphlet
printing, the 1520s, Eberlin’s works were written and published in
quantities second only to those by Martin Luther. In his eleventh
pamphlet (1521) in a series that he called the “Fifteen Friends”
Eberlin gave his readers a blueprint for a utopian society, one that he
called “Wolfaria,” a place where all is well. It was the first utopian
work to be printed in a modern vernacular language. An overview
of Eberlin’s writings testifies to the wide range of his interests in
the social, economic and intellectual life of the German states. Not
only did he champion Lutheran ideas, but he worked hard at solving
some of the economic problems besetting lands within the Empire.
In 1524 he wrote a popular and well-received satire on economic
life, I wonder Where All the Money Went.
Eberlin’s total impact on German-speaking lands and
subsequent history is difficult to calculate, but most authorities agree
that he was a friend of the people, a popular preacher and a proponent
of religious and social change. Eberlin’s biographical survival is
related more to his printed record than his skill and reputation as an
evangelical preacher.21
The second name on my list of people whose reputation was
large in their own day, but considerably diluted by the passage of
time, is the humanist medical doctor, Burchard Mithob (1501-1564).
Mithob received his early education in Hamburg where he learned
the classical curriculum. After studying at Rostock and Erfurt,
he received a Doctor’s degree in medicine from the University of
Marburg. He was widely known for his medical writings on the
treatment and cure of pestilent plague and disease. Mithob served
21 Jöcher, II, 263.
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as a court physician for Philip of Hesse and for Elizabeth, regent for
Erich the Younger in Calenberg-Göttingen. Mithob’s efforts to help
consolidate Lutheran ideas in the villages and towns of CalenbergGöttingen is typical of the educated layman of the sixteenth century
who was interested in spreading ideas of religious reform. The
religious and spiritual dimension for healing was an important
segment of his medical advice. Combining religion and the healing
arts was nothing new in the medical profession and certainly was
common in Christian cultures. Yet, most of the medical tracts of
the 1540s and 1550s by other authors focused mainly on medicine
sans religion. Interestingly, Mithob was remembered by his familial
descendents as one who helped bring Lutheran ideas to Elizabeth’s
court in Münden rather than for his medical skill. Even though
Mithob was just one of a cohort of many university-trained humanists
who served as advisors, teachers and reformers in princely courts,
he was clearly a remarkable person.22
Jöcher briefly mentions Mithob as a court doctor in Hesse
in his first biographical lexicon of 1726 which predated Kestner’s
work mentioned in above (note 15) by fourteen years.23 However,
Jöcher’s biographical sketch of Mithob is much more complete in
his larger edition of 1750. Modern medicine has had little use for
Mithob’s medical ideas even though they were valued highly as late
as the nineteenth century.24 It is important to note that biographies
of both Eberlin and Mithob appeared in the nineteenth-century
biographical lexicon, Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie.25 The
ADB, the impressive result of the creation of a special historical
22 Richard G. Cole, “Spreading Reformation Ideas: The Work and Medical Writing of Dr. Burchard Mithob in Sixteenth-Century Calenberg,” Zeitsprünge:
Forschungen zur Frühen Neuzeit, 4 (2000), 72-80.
23 Jöcher (1726), Part II, 171.
24 Cole, “Reformation Ideas,” 73.
25 Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (Leipzig, 1875-1912), vs. V, XXII
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commission by Maximilian II, king of Bavaria (1848-1861), has
been noted for its comprehensive nature.26
As far as eighteenth-century biographical lexicons are
concerned, the next step in the study of the reputations of these
historical personages leads us to examine Johann Heinrich Zedler’s
(1706-1763) multi-volume Grosses vollständiges Universal Lexicon
aller Wissenschaften und Künste (64 vols.) 1732-1750.27 Zedler
worked for a while as a book dealer in Hamburg but later went to
Leipzig and opened up a publishing business. One historian, Robert
Beachy, recently suggested that Zedler’s universal lexicon was the
first German encyclopedia.28
Zedler mentioned Mithob but not Eberlin; Mithob’s medical
publications were listed.29 Zedler expanded the idea of a scholarly
biographical lexicon as more encyclopedic than Jöcher by including
powerful and politically active members of the nobility.30 Some
noble women of the sixteenth century, e.g., Argula von Staufferin
(Grumbach) were also included; she was described as “a pious,
devout, very learned theologian.”31 Argula still is well known
26 Axel von Harnack, “Die Akademien der Wissenschaft,” in Milkau,
Handbuch, 865.
27 Zedler, see note 11.
28 Robert Beachy, “Reforming Interregional Commerce: The Leipzig
Trade Fairs and Saxon Recovery from the Thirty Years” War”, Central European
History, 32 (1999), 431.
29 Zedler, XXI, 542.
30 Zedler, XXI, 542.
31 Zedler, XI, 1127. The editor of a 1965 reprint of a brief section in
book form “Die Welt” from the original edition suggests that Zedler included a
lot of information in his work because the art of encyclopedic redaction had not
yet been learned nor was it thought to be necessary. He ridicules Zedler’s listing
in columns the names of one hundred and thirty-eight abbots from the seventh
to seventeenth-century in the Benedictine monastery at Weltenburg. The editor
wants to remind us that the process of deciding what to include or not include is
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today.

One powerful and politically active sixteenth-century
figure catching Zedler’s attention in the eighteenth century was
the Machiavellian prince Nicholas von Minckwitz, a Lutheran
contemporary of both Eberlin and Mithob. Yet Minckwitz’s name
first came to my attention in the twentieth century purely by chance a
encounter with a seventy-five Pfennig note printed in Fürstenwald—
one of many locally issued banknotes printed during the German
economic collapse of 1923. The reverse side of the note reads “Die
Bürger auf der Hut vor Nickel von Minckwitz” (“The townsmen on
the defense from the threat by Nickel von Minckwitz”). The date of
the defense is given as 1528, and village listed is Fürstenwald, now
about thirty miles southeast of Berlin.
Based on the range of his activities, Minckwitz’s historical
reputation probably should have become greater than that of either
Eberlin or Mithob.32 Minckwitz studied under Martin Luther at
Wittenberg University, and was a true Renaissance Prince. Zedler’s
Universal Lexicon gives the genealogy of a long line of Minckwitz
members of the nobility. Nickel is listed among the many members

a growing challenge for modern editors but apparently was much less for those in
previous centuries. Das Bild der Welt im 18. Jahrhundert: ein Auszug aus Zedlers
Universal-Lexicon 1734, (Graz, Austria: Akademische Druck-u.Verlagsanstalt,
1965), preface, V. Daniel Rabuzzi summarizes quite a different approach to
lists printed with great care in the eighteenth century. Even though lists might be
meaningless or contain old data, they reflect a certain mentality or attitude of the
eighteenth century. The viewer of the list could be filled with the wonder of great
amounts of information, useful or not. See: Daniel A. Rabuzzi, “EighteenthCentury Commercial Mentalities as Reflected and Projected in Business Handbooks”, Eighteenth-Century Studies, XXIX (1996) 169-189.
32 Karl Bosl, et al., Biographisches Wörterbuch zur Deutschen Geschichte, (Munich 1973), v. I, 586. Bosl cites some of Eberlin’s pamphlets of 1521 and
notes his humorous writing style. Meyer’s Lexikon, (Leipzig 1925), v. III, 1155, is
another biographical dictionary mentioning Eberlin but not Mithob or Minckwitz.
Meyer mentions the editing and printing of Eberlin’s published works by Ludwig
Enders in Eberlin’s Sämtliche Schriften, 1896-1902, 3 vols. Most specialized biographical dictionaries or encyclopedias include a short paragraph on Eberlin. For
example: see: Lewis Spitz, “Johann Eberlin” in New Catholic Encyclopedia, v. 5,
28-29 or Hans J. Hillerbrand, ed., The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, v.
2, 202-203. Neither of these latter works mention Minckwitz or Mithob.
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of the Minckwitz clan, but Zedler related far more information about
Nickel than his relatives. He details the story of the Prince’s attack
on Fürstenwald and the destruction of church property in 1528.33 The
nineteenth-century historian of the German Reformation, Johannes
Janssen, included the exact story about Minckwitz mentioned on the
banknote and detailed by Zedler. Janssen writes: “Minckwitz ‘the
lover of the Gospel’ (code word for Protestant) attacked Fürstenwald
and took possession of the town; he compelled the burgers to swear
allegiance to him. His soldiers plundered a nearby cathedral and
destroyed church vessels, vestments and documents. Nickel von
Minckwitz sent much booty back to his castle at Sonnenwald.”34
Further, Janssen related Minckwitz’s connections with
Zapolya, John II, King of Hungary. Minckwitz also had been with
King Louis II of Hungary when his armies were defeated in 1526
at the strategic battle of Mochacs by the invading Turks. A few
years later (1531) key princes in the Schmalkaldic league were
interested in supporting Zapolya. Minckwitz thought he could
help orchestrate the tempo of politics and war by helping to drive
the brother of Charles V, Ferdinand, out of Hungary, a feat that
allowed Zapolya to rule.35 Eventually the Turks supported Zapolya
and Minckwitz in the civil war with Austria. Leopold von Ranke,
one of the most famous historians of nineteenth-century Germany,
also mentions Minckwitz as part of an especially renowned ruling
33 Zedler, XXI, 293
34 Johannes Janssen, History of the German Peoples at the Close of the
Middle Ages, (New York: AMS Press), v. V, 184. The first German edition of this
was published from 1896 to 1910 and would have been available for the printers
of the Fürstenwald currency
35 Janssen, v. V, 361. Also see Karl Weber, ed., “Verbürgung für Nicol
von Minckwitz durch Einreiten 1530. Aus dem Nachlasse des Staatsministers
Julius Traugott Jacob von Könneritz,” Archiv für die Sächsische Geschichte, 8
(1870), 115. This article is a useful source of information for some of the references to Minckwitz by historians such as Seckendorf and Ranke.
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family.36 Ranke’s discussion of Minckwitz closely paraphrases the
passages in Zedler’s eighteenth-century Universal Lexicon.
Yet despite Janssen’s and Ranke’s discussions of Minckwitz,
and his undeniable impact on the politics of Reformation Germany,
he later disappears from traditional historical narrative, except for
brief references in surveys of Prussian/German history. Minckwitz
is listed in few, if any, of the modern biographical dictionaries or
textbooks for sixteenth-century history, and has only a brief moment
of fame conferred upon him by the twentieth century (1923) bank
note from Fürstenwald. For example, no articles about Minckwitz
(or Mithrob) appear in Biographisches Wörterbuch zur Deutschen
Geschichte, Meyer’s Lexikon, the New Catholic Encyclopedia, and
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation.37 A partial answer to
their relative, historical obscurity may be found in an examination
of the final segment in the story of biographical histories—the
massive early- and mid- nineteenth-century work, the Allgemeine
Enzyklopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste by Johann Samuel
Ersch (1766-1818) and Johann Gottfried Gruber (1774-1851).38
The Biographical Trail in the Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries

Writing the introduction to his combination of biographical lexicon
and comprehensive encyclopedia soon after the defeat of Napoleon
in 1814/1815, Ersch, a professor at the University of Halle, identified
the need for a new reference work. He wrote: “Since the appearance
of Zedler’s Universal Lexicon . . . much has changed.”39 In his
36 Leopold von Ranke, Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation, (Wien 1935), 56. The first complete edition of this work was published
1839-47.
37 See note 32.
38 Ersch and Gruber, see note 12. Adding some information to this neglected subject is Günther H. Wiege, Nickel von Minckwitz: Ein Renaissanceleben (1999).
39 Ersch and Gruber, I, vi.
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preface Ersch does not indicate any particular methodology but
proposes to include material relevant “to our own time.”40 He does,
however, as a rule of thumb, note that a so-called political historical
person must be famous from both earlier and contemporary times,
and he states that minor figures may be included in various longer
articles; famous families would warrant a special paragraph.41
Ersch did not live to see the completion of his great project;
he died in 1818. However his good friend42 came to Halle from
the faculty of the recently (1817) merged Wittenberg University.
Professor Johann Gottfried Gruber, an accomplished student of
classical mythology and religion, proved to be a valuable assistant
and ultimately became chief editor. Gruber subsequently included a
long biographical essay about Ersch in their lexicon and encyclopedia.
Ersch’s name appeared in alphabetical order between Ersäufen des
Kalkes (whitewash or slaking lime) and Erscheinung (phantom or
apparition). He was described as one of the great men of the German
academic world, who had a great love of literature and scholarship,
was a distinguished member of literary circles, and was a pioneer
in bibliography.43 Johann Gruber’s son Otto supplied material for
a similar essay on Johann Gruber after his death in 1851, thirtyeight years before the last (167th) volume was published. This
entry detailed Gruber’s work on classical mythology and religious
studies.44
One would expect that all three historical figures under
review here, Eberlin, Mithob and Minckwitz, would have
been assigned adequate biographical descriptions in Ersch and
Gruber’s important nineteenth-century biographical lexicon and
encyclopedia. A significant essay on Eberlin is included, but appears
to be only a reprint of an eighteenth-century article by H.A. Erhard.
40 Ersch and Gruber, I, preface.
41 Ersch and Gruber, I, x.
42 Ersch and Gruber, I, viii.
43 Ersch and Gruber, XXXVII, 371-76.
44 Ersch and Gruber, XCIV, 391-96.
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Many of Eberlin’s Reformation pamphlets are listed, e.g. his 15
Bundgenossen.45 Curiously, there is no extant volume in Ersch and
Gruber’s encyclopedia for any subject beginning with “M.” Solving
the mystery of the missing entries under the letter “M,” Rudolf Fietz
in a recent publication confirms that the Allgemeine Enzyklopädie der
Wissenschaften und Künste edited by Ersch and Gruber never was
completed; there are no entries for “M.”46 Failure to be included in
an important biographical lexicon seems to have become a sure path
to relative, historical obscurity for Burchard Mithob and Nicolas
von Minckwitz. Chance circumstances, the failure to complete an
important and well-known reference work, negatively influenced
the survival of Mithob’s and Minckwitz’s biographies in subsequent
biographical lexicons.46
Conclusions

Every historian struggles with the problem of organizing the immense
amount of historical data. After determining the factual base, one has
to contend with the theoretical problems. Yet, all historians since
the time of Herodotus and Thuycidides have marshaled facts to tell
the story of the human past. In the twentieth century many historians
used the techniques of mathematical statisticians and scientists.47
Still, great numbers of questions in history have never been answered
satisfactorily. Why have the reputations of some historical figures
of prominence survived the sixteenth century while some did not?

45 Ersch and Gruber, XXX, 231-6.
46 Rudolf Fietz, “Die Allegemeine Encyclopädie der Wissenschaftlichen und Künste von Ersch und Gruber,” in Darstellung des Bibliothekwesens
in deutschen Enzyklopädien und Universallexikon von 18. Jahrhundert bis zur
Gegenwort der Wissenschaften und Künste, (Köln: Greven Verlag, 1991), 72-98.
Further evidence supporting the fact of the missing “M” volume is that when
Hector Mithoff (Mithob) wrote his family genealogy and history in 1881, he cited
Jöcher’s eighteenth-century work and not Ersch and Gruber’s more recent volumes. See: Hector Wilhelm H. Mithoff, Mitteilungen über die Familie Mithoff
(Hannover, 1881), 3.
47 Michael Shermer, “Exorcising Laplace’s Demon: Chaos and Antichaos, History and Metahistory,” History and Theory, XXXIV (1995), 69
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Quidditas

If Thomas Carlyle’s statement is true that “History is the
essence of innumerable biographies” then the impact of biographical
lexicons of earlier times should not be under-valued in any attempt to
reconstruct the sixteenth century.48 The reputations of Johann Eberlin
von Günzburg, Burchard Mithob and Nicholas von Minckwitz did
survive, albeit somewhat haphazardly. It is clear that Eberlin is by
far the most well-known of the three—the result, at least in part,
of the work of eighteenth-century biographical lexicographers and
printers who formed a crucial connection between the historical
“memories” of the early modern and modern periods of history.
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